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Abstract 
Adjamagbo. K. and A. van den Essen, A new inversion formula for a polynomial map in two 
variables. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 76 ( 1991) 119-120. 
, By computing 
given. 
one resultant . the inverse of an invertible polynomial map in two variables is 
In [2] McKay and Wang gave an inversion formula for a polynomial map in two 
variables in terms of some resultants. In [l] Adjamagbo and van den Essen gave a 
resultant criterion and formula for a polynomial map in two variables. In this note 
a new inversion formula for a polynomial map in two variables is given. 
Throughout this note we have the following notations: k an arbitrary field, 
F : = (F, , F,) : k’+ k’ a polynomial map. Almost everything will take place in the 
polynomial- ring k[ Y, V, T] : = k[ Y,, Y7) V,, Vz, T]. Put F;( TV) := F;( TV,, TV,), 
i = I,2 and consider them as polynomials in T with coefficients in k[ Y. V]. Then 
define R as the following T-resultant: 
R,(F,(TV) - Y,, F,(TV) - K) . 
So R E k( Y, V) and therefore we sometimes write R(Y, V) instead of R. Finally 
denote by JF the Jacobian matrix of F. 
Theorem. Let F = (F, , F,) be an invertible polynomial map with inverse G giver2 
by G,,G, E k[ Y]. Then - 
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6) R,(F,(TV) - y,, F,(W - r,) = a(V)(V,G? - V,G,) , 
for some a(V) E k[V]\{O}. 
Proof. Let J be the ideal (F,(W) - Y,, F,(W) - Y2) in k[ Y, V, T]. Then R E J 
([3, Section 431 or [l, (0.4)]). So R E I := J n k[ Y. V]. Since k[ Y, V, T] lJ = 
k[V, Tj. J IS a prime ideal of height two so by [4. Vol II, Proposition i, p. 71’21 JLJJ, 
1 is a prime ideal of height one in k[ Y, V]. 
Since F is invertible with inverse G = (G,, G,) it follows from [ 1] that Xi - 
G,(Y) E (F,(X) - Y,, F,(X) - Y2) (inside k[X, Y]). So TV, - Gi(Y) E J, which 
implies that 5’,G, - KG: E 1. The element V, Y2 - V, Y, is irreducible in k[ Y, V], 
hence so is V, G, - V,G, (since Y, + Gi( Y) is just a coordinate change. G being 
invertible!). So it generates a prime ideal of height one contained in I, which is 
also a prime ideal of height one. So I = (V,G2 - V,G,). Since R E I we get 
R = a(V,G? - V,G,) for some a E k[ Y, V]. Looking at the (determinant) defni- 
tion of R (or [ 1, (0.2) and {0.6)]) one verifies that R #0 and deg,R 5 
max(deg F, , deg Fz) = deg F. Hence 
deg,a + deg,,(V,G, - V,G,) 5 deg F - (1) 
Since deg ,( V,G, - V,G,) = deg G we get from (1) deg G 5 deg F. Repeating 
the argument with F and G interchanged gives the opposite inequality hence, 
deg F = deg G. So by (1) deg,a = 0 implying a E k[V]. Since R f 0 we get a # 0, 
which proves the theorem. Cl 
So if F is invertible with inverse G : = (G, , G1) we showed that R( Y, V) = 
‘(V)(V,GI - V~Gi ), Since G(F(i, 0)) = (I, 0) this implies R(F( 1. 0), V) = 
a(V).(-V,), whence R(F( l,O), V,, 1) = -c( V, , 1) f: 0 according to the injectivity 
of F: k’+ k’. So we get the following corollary: 
Corollary (Inversion formula). If F is invertible with inverse (3 = (G, , G,) then 
G, - V,G, = R(Y, V,, l)IR(F(l,O), V,, 1). Cl 
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